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Kissing is an art form. A great kiss can stop traffic, start a five-alarm fire, and feel like Times Square
on New Year's Eve. Get your smooch on with all the different tricks and tips in this handy guide.
Bestselling author and columnist Violet Blue helps listeners choose - and perfect - their very own
unforgettable kissing style. Learn how to time a kiss perfectly, how to deliver (and receive) a first
kiss, and how to ask for kisses with body language. Recognize when someone wants to kiss you,
when to build tension, and when to take your kiss to the next level. Discover all the secrets and
foolproof techniques for the perfect kiss in this indispensable guide to an overlooked sensual art.
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*I received this book free from Cleis Press in exchange for an honest review*This was a fun book to
read. There were moments I was laughing so hard I couldn't read and others that made me think
'Hell No!', but if anything it was definitely fascinating."Kissing is one of the most sensual of all the
acts of flirting, foreplay, seduction, and sex we can enjoy."I think this book could be beneficial to
anyone who wants to obtain a little extra kissing knowledge. Some of the tips worked very well on
my husband, others I plan on using for my characters as I write their next kissing scenes, and
there's a few I'd like to try just to see what kind of reaction I'll get.Of course it being A Field Guide
means it has many how to's. There are lip exercises, checklists, tips, tricks, techniques, lessons on
using your senses, reading signs, and how to make yourself feel sexy. There's even a quiz that will
help you understand what kind of kisser you are and later in the book will show you techniques

based on your type. I'm a type C: Hot Lipsâ€¦yay me!There were a few things noted that I could have
gone without knowing and/or reading. Like thinking of kissing and increased saliva as a
plaque-dispersing bath. EW! Licking teeth, sharing a drink and/or candy, tickling, and biting are
definitely out for me. Double EW! I think that before you do anything too bold that you make sure
and read the signs of your kissing partner or better yetâ€¦ask!My Favorite Quotes: "If only we could
spot the lousy kissers, fix the one we like, and if we just had ninjalike kissing skills, we'd be the
baddest girls on the block with puckers that make urban legends seem tame.
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